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Curiosity about the natural world
Great skill with description and theorizing
Natural world still infused with myth and meaning

Review:



Unit 2: Nature

(1a) Are humans part of nature?  Are they distinct from nature?  
Do they make nature?

(1b) Are living things, in particular species, changing or 
unchanging?

(2) Science and commerce



16th century Dutch traders: 
Brazil, Africa, India, Spice 
Islands, Japan
New products of commercial 
and medicinal value
Needed consensus about 
description and classification

Cook’s Claim: This fueled the 
emergence of an objective, 
materialist, fact-based 
(modern) natural history

The Birth of Science?

Image for "Matters of Exchange: Commerce, Medicine, and
Science in the Dutch Golden Age," Harold John Cook, removed
due to copyright restrictions. 



Image of a map of exploratory sailing routes from the Age of Exploration
removed due to copyright restrictions. See: http://jmundorf.edublogs.org/files/2009/11/AgeExpMap.jpg.

http://jmundorf.edublogs.org/files/2009/11/AgeExpMap.jpg


The Limits of Greco-Roman Scholars



Natural history in early modern Europe and 
the Enlightenment
How to organize and understand new 
discoveries
The place of humans in systems of nature
Science and commerce
Classification and race

Overview:



John James Audubon

A commercial market 
for natural history



Museums and Cabinets of Curiosities



Blooded - Bloodless
Viviparous - Oviparous
Quadrapeds, marine 
mammals, birds, fish, 
mollusks, crustaceans, 
insects...

Classification: 
Aristotle



Classification: 
Frederick II

“Birds, like all other animals, may 
be divided into various species in 

accordance with their sexual 
relations, their parturition, their 
methods of procuring food, their 

variations in residence at different 
seasons of the year (chiefly as a 

result of alterations in temperature), 
and their change in diet” 



Birds
Beasts
Fishes
Serpents & 
Insects
Plants

Classification? 
Josselyn



Swedish physician, botanist
Only one trip outside 
Sweden, to England
Chaos in botanical 
nomenclature, “the first step 
toward barbarism”
Goal: classify everything, 
“the alphabet of nature”

Carl Linnaeus 
(1707-1778)



You are here



Why study nature?

Theology: “Surely for no 
other reason than that the 
observer of the wonderful 
work might admire and 
praise its Maker.”

Commerce: “All that is 
useful to man originates 
from these natural objects”



Are all taxonomies 
arbitrary?



Georges-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon



The Great Chain 
of Being

Linnaeus:

Minerals grow

Plants grow and live

Animals grow, live, 
and feel



Humans in the Systema Naturae



Nott and Gliddon, Types of Mankind, 1854

“There is a physical difference between the 
white and black races which I believe will 

forever forbid the two races living together on 
terms of social and political equality ... I as 

much as any other man am in favor of having 
the superior position assigned to the white 

race.” -- Abraham Lincoln, 1858

Classification, Hierarchy, Racism



Classification and Consequences:

R1, 4-370: Adum - Fronk

R2, 56-169: Garrity - Joubert

R3, 66-148: Kearns-McCoy - Murphy

R4, 66-160: Nandwani - Siy

R5, 66-168: Skalak - Zimmerman
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